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BIM FOR THE SMALL LANDSCAPE OFFICE
SESSION OVERVIEW:
Landscape architects face pressure on projects to use building information
modeling, or BIM, software for their designs. Risks are numerous, but
advantages can be significant. Learn how one landscape architect made BIM
work for her as a sole proprietor and hear answers to common questions about
firing up BIM.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Explore why the landscape architectural profession must embrace new
documentation technology.
2. Learn which projects are best suited to adopting design and documentation
using BIM; some projects better lend themselves to getting started with BIM.
3. Understand the benefits of BIM to your practice: iterative design, integrative
collaboration, improved team communication, documentation efficiencies.
4. Discover how BIM can bridge generational divides and become a real-time
design mentoring tool.

WHY BIM?
• Control over landscape design and
scope of work
• Design collaboration tool
• Elevate landscape architect’s role on
team (possibility to increase fees)
• Growing requirement for complete
project deliverables produced in a BIM
application — especially for local, state
and federal government
• Leader vs. follower
• Option for data integration –
performance-based landscape design
and research

BENEFITS
Design and Documentation:
• Increased collaboration
• Improved design communications
• Easy to mix 3D modeling and hand
sketching
• Control over landscape design
• Iterative ideas testing
• Documentation efficiency

Mentoring:
• Fosters design ownership and
participation
• Recruiting and retention tool;
cutting-edge technology
• Enhances design process
understanding / learning:
-- Think in plan and section
-- Modeling helps understand
construction documentation
• Encourages interdisciplinary
collaboration with peers

Scope and Fee:
• Ownership of landscape scope
• Critical team member
• Increase fee
• Greater project design influence

GETTING STARTED
• Small to medium projects
• Landscape scope integrated with
architecture:
-- Courtyards
-- Roof / podium decks
-- Plazas
• Topography is minimal
• Build competency gradually
• Set new BIM goals for each project
LESSONS LEARNED
• Bottom-up and top-down adoption
process:
-- Emerging professionals can grasp
modeling quickly
-- Need experienced project
managers to oversee
documentation
• Learn by applying to a project
• Leadership support essential
• Sketching and hand drawing is still
critical
• Can foster a stronger connection
between senior designers and young
professionals

PRESENTERS
MEGHEN QUINN, ASLA
Meghen Quinn provides expertise in conceptualization, design, and
construction of public and private landscapes. Her project experience
includes working with derelict and adaptive reuse sites of a variety of scales.
Her designs reflect a range of interests with a consistent focus on expressing
the context of the site; its history, natural systems, and inhabitants. Ms.
Quinn has been a collaborator and leader on many large, multi-disciplinary
design teams. Her design research explores using BIM technology not only
as an efficient, collaborative design tool, but as a catalyst for developing
performance-based site systems. She lives in San Francisco, CA.
BRADFORD MCKEE
Bradford McKee has been the editor of Landscape Architecture Magazine
since 2010, the year he reprogrammed the magazine for its 100th
anniversary. He previously worked as an editor at the magazine Architecture,
as a contract reporter for the New York Times, and as the arts editor of the
weekly Washington City Paper. He lives in Washington, D.C.
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